
THE POWER OF PREDICTION



PROBLEM

RETAIL & CPG COMPANIES 

ARE SUFFERING FROM “SMALL DATA” 

During COVID 89% of predictive models failed, many AI models across different 
industry verticals lost accuracy because they were trained using big data that 

reflected how the world worked before the pandemic hit. 

Data scarcity has emerged as a major challenge

Obtaining training quality training data for AI tasks is cumbersome and, at times, not even an 
option because the data is scarce, partial, incomplete, difficult to collect or unavailable

Sources: Gartner, Forbes Insights in association with Accenture, Microsoft, Avanade 2020. 



...

SOLUTION

EPICA Commerce with Augmented Intelligence
(EPICA ML SaaS with human-touch + Sophia® Synthetic Data Exchange)

Has the capacity to find patterns where there are no big datasets available (small data) , deliver 
higher prediction accuracy, generating operational efficiencies, adapting quicker.

100% PROPRIETARY



Doesn’t require internal data science team
Once EPICA is implemented, the prediction models 

start running autonomously.

Frictionless Implementation
Easy to integrate into existing stack, does not 

require specialized skills or resources

Proven by 500 Fortune Companies
EPICA has delivered proven business results 

to Adidas, Unilever, Coca Cola, Kia.

EPICA helps companies to become with GDPR and CCPA compliant.

All-in-One packaged ML Prediction Platform

EPICA PLATFORM



Take control of Your Data

Real-Time
recommendations

Data 
Collection

Data Activation

Data cleaning, 
normalization, enrichment 

and clusterization Machine Learning
Models & Predictions 
Training
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Online Sources
(Websites, APP)

Offline Sources
(CRM, ERP, POS)



5x your company 

Adidas was able to reduce it’s clearance inventory by 500% in less than six months after 
implementing  EPICA 

Increase customer lifetime value
Minimize clearance inventories

Predict demand with higher accuracy
Predict customer journeys



Customer Behavior

In a world where the consumer is empowered to shop anywhere, anytime, on any 
channel, companies are using machine learning in retail to detect critical changes in 
patterns of behavior. They use these models to predict incremental spend potential 

from existing customers when shopping in-store, online or via mobile. 

By using customer purchase history to come up with the most effective offers, 
retailers hope to influence their buying decisions and anticipate which customers are 

at risk to churn.

...



EPICA Retail Use Cases 

Customer Behavior
CRM

Predict next customer CRM 
state (e.g., activation, regular, 
high value, decliner, dormant, 

churn) to inform the strategy of 
future marketing comms

Next Order

Based upon prior purchase 
history, predict the number of 

days to next order

Identify the most effective 
product to present to each 
customer to influence their 
buying decisions based on 

historical data (purchases, web 
searches, etc.)

Conversion

Attribute the value of conversion 
across digital channels to ensure 
digital marketing spend is being 

used in the right 
channels/campaigns

Lifetime Value

CLTV is predicted with data from 
customers' preferences, 

expenses, recent purchases and 
interdependencies between the 
customer's characteristics and 

their choices.

 Recommendation Engine

Farmatodo increased 14% the conversion rate using EPICA Recommender Widget by collecting online 
and offline data, and personalizing user experience in less than 3 months



Product Assortment & Supply Chain

Product assortment is as critical today as it has always been. But now, due to the 
explosion of choice and accessibility created by the digitization of retail, it is a matter 

of survival. Retailers are using models to predict what products to stock in which 
store, to rationalize the introduction of new products, and what items are being 

returned by which customers.

One of the biggest challenges retailers face is determining how much product 
inventory—and what types of products—they need to have on hand to meet the 

expected demand from consumers. Enterprise AI can help retailers improve their 
ability to predict consumer demand for goods....



EPICA Retail Use Cases 

Product Assortment & Supply Chain
Demand Forecasting

AI-Driven Demand Forecasting: 
using a range of historic data 
sources to inform the level of 

future demand

Forecast returns

Use data science in retail to 
predict the probability of return 

for every item purchased 
through all channels

Promotions optimization

For each SKU by actively 
detecting or inferring potential 

lost sales situations at the 
earliest opportunity to drive 

corrective action

Identifying the best SKUs and 
best promotion strategy (e.g., 

rebate, discount, BOGO, etc.) to 
achieve targeted revenue or 

volume

Price optimization

Identification of optimal price 
points influenced by multiple 
factors such as Item, brand, 

sub-category, category, location, 
product affinity, competitive and 

demographic

 On-shelf availability

Adidas was able to reduce it’s clearance inventory by 500% in less than six months after implementing  
EPICA 



Operational Efficiencies

Today’s multi-channel retail environment is more complex than ever before. And yet, 
the goal continues to be to identify opportunities to decrease costs and, at the same 

time, increase the operational efficiencies to ensure a frictionless customer 
experience. 

Retailers are using models to determine where to open new stores based upon sales 
revenue and how to forecast the correct amount of staffing to operate a retail 

distribution or store environment.

...



EPICA Retail Use Cases 

Operational Efficiencies
Store Locations

Identify best sites to open, 
expand, reduce, or close stores 

based on strategic goals without 
cannibalization of existing store 

sales

Predict channel volumes

e.g., call center or in-store 
footfall). Helps to predict staff 

resources required for any given 
trading day

Physical Store Traffic

Minimize time to deliver the 
shipment per product, store 

location, availability, amongst 
other factors

Identify store foot traffic to 
predict staff resources required 

for any given trading day

Staff Optimization

Predict staffing levels for fulfilling 
orders, customer service, 

shipping as demand changes

 Shipments

Using Geo located demand forecasting from EPICA Rappi reduced its expansion cost by 45% in six 
months.



E-commerce

The ML algorithms used by EPICA commerce create higher quality 
recommendations that respond to the specific needs, preferences, and changing 

behavior of your users, improving engagement and conversion. They are also 
designed to address complex problems such as creating recommendations for new 

users, products, and content with no historical data.

EPICA Commerce easily integrates into your existing websites, apps, SMS, and email 
marketing systems to provide a unique customer experience for across all channels 

and devices eliminating high infrastructure or resource costs.

...



Real-time
Engagement

Differentiated
Personalization

Relevant
Recommendations

Build confidence by recommending 
products based on shoppers’ needs, 

preferences and fit.

Mobile and digital portals recognize 
customers to create hyper-relevant 

displays for every interaction.

Deliver Extraordinary Customer Experiences

Customizing the experience
to reflect current context, previous 
purchases and shopping behavior.



EPICA’s AI algorithms analyze user behavior, detect 
patterns, and calculate purchase prediction scores.

Products are sorted into predictive categories such 
as: most likely to buy,  most popular, last viewed, 
trending and new arrivals.

Product recommendations are presented via widgets 
throughout the site, increasing the exposure of 
products with high purchase prediction scores. 

Increase sales by offering the products that are most likely to be purchased.
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Smart Product Recommendations | 
Purchase Predictions



Increase conversion rates by personal 

E-commerce product recommendation



 Customer expectations are  
not met yet 

Start Now or 
fall behind

Only 22% of marketeers say their 
CX efforts have exceeded 

customer expectations.

“Validate the business value of 
CX or risk losing budget and 

influence.” Gartner

 The Customer Experience 
race has started 

74% of Customer Experience  
leaders expect budgets to rise in 

2020.

Customer Experience is the new 
business battlefront

Source: 2020 Gartner Customer Experience Management Survey

https://www.gartner.com/en/marketing/insights/articles/3-key-findings-from-the-2019-gartner-cx-management-survey
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1 Provide search users with best match products 
based on their behavior 

Understand intent of buyers who search using natural 
language, much like they talk to salespeople on retail 
stores 

Prioritize search results for each individual buyer 
based on predictions of product clicks 

Lift conversion rates by showing buyers accurate and highly relevant search results.

Predictive Ecommerce Site Search



Get closer to your customer needs

E-commerce With predictive search



EPICA COMMERCE + AZURE

EPICA Commerce is an Azure Cloud-native app. 
This means it’s fully integrated with Azure to 
deliver an extremely secure environment for 

data. 



The Architecture



One Platform for Multiple Stages

Captures every piece of 
data even if landing in a 

third party store.

Integrates and clusterize 
audiences from siloed 

data channels.

Determines the 
customer’s next 

purchase on your store.

Delivers automatically 
personalized product 

suggestions.

Capture 
(Data Collection)

Unify 
(Data Clusterization)

Predict 
(Machine Learning)

Personalize 
(Real-Time Recommendations)

Every visitor provides 
valuable data from the 

first click until t it leaves. 

Most of current data is spread 
and out of control, making the 
learning process impossible.

Algorithms trained by over a 
million datasets to find 

patterns on your owned data.

Display products that 
the customer is most 

likely to purchase.

All-In-One

HISTORICAL DATA PREDICTIVE DATA 



EPICA es una plataforma de Predicciones como Servicio 
que captura, rastrea y analiza -con máxima granularidad- 
data de múltiples fuentes de información -online y offline, 
estructurada o no- para predecir todo tipo de resultados y 

comportamientos. 

Retail / E-commerce



Use Cases

Adidas was able to reduce it’s clearance inventory by 500% in less 
than six months after implementing  EPICA 

Farmatodo increased 14% the conversion rate using EPICA 
Recommender Widget by collecting online and offline data and 
personalizing user experience in less than 3 months

Using Geo located demand forecasting from EPICA Rappi reduced 
its expansion cost by 45% in six months.

The world largest brewer had a 3.1% call center sales uplift using 
EPICA predictions, (based on, 2 years sales history, geofencing comparison, and 

soccer match games), 77.8% of clients accepted EPICA’s product 
recommendation



“One of the biggest Brick & Mortar / 
Online Pharmacy in Latin America” 



API Real time 
connection 

SKU prediction & 
recommendation

 per client

CLIENT: Brick & Mortar + online Pharmacy

Use Case: SKU prediction per client in real time

Challenge 

Increase their digital channel conversions, by deeply 
understanding customer journeys and predicting 
likelihood of purchasing SKUs per online user.

Based on the descriptive and predictive data, 
transactional data of each store, and its geographic 
location, make real time recommendations that will 
be used to personalize their online store in realtime. 

Solution

EPICA
POS /ERP

Sales per Brick & 
Mortar Store

Feedback 
Data

Website/APP



CLIENT: Brick and Mortar and Online Pharmacy
Case: Web personalization

14%
Insite conversions had an uplift after 

the implementing of EPICA’s prediction 
engine and recommendation widget 

Activation & Results.



Retail - Delivery Services



EPICA - World’s First Prediction as a Service Platform

Predicted New Zones
Decision Making process

Realtime 
connection to APP 

& Website

Reduce costs in expansion / coverage process, predicting 
which areas have the greatest sales potential.

Analyze with ML algorithms behavioral and transactional 
data of the clients in order to find new expansion zones with 
greatest sales potential. Based upon data modeling and 
demand prediction forecasting per sku, location, client, 
product category, etc.

Challenge Solution

EPICA
Data Processing

Feedback 
Data

Use Case: Expansion Cost Reduction based on EPICA predictions

CLIENT: USD $5B Delivery Service Backed by Softbank



Reduction in expansion costs 
using the demand predictions 

made by EPICA on potential new 
markets.

45%

RESULTS
Use Case: Expansion Cost Reduction based on EPICA predictions



‘#2 Sports brand in the world’ 



CLIENT: Second Largest Sports brand in the world

Use Case: Demand Forecasting: Predicting SKU sales per store

Challenge 

Reduce amount of inventory that remains in stock 
after each season. 

Based on the transactional data of each store, and 
its geographic location, predict which products will 
be sold each season. 

Solution

EPICAPOS /ERP Inventory 
Management

Store Inventory 
& Sales

Sales per Brick & 
Mortar Store

Feedback 
Data



Sales Uplift in Stores, due 
EPICA stock recommendation

(first 3 months)

RESULTS
Use Case: Demand Forecasting (Predicting SKU sales per store)

3,4%

Sale Inventory
(first 3 months)

- 10,3%



  ‘Digital Commerce’ 



Inventory 
forecasting 

SKU prediction & 
recommendation

 per client

CLIENT: Baby Online Digital Commerce Pure Player 

Use Case: SKU prediction & Inventory optimization

Challenge 

Increase their digital channel conversions, by deeply 
understanding customer journeys and predicting 
likelihood of purchasing SKUs per online user.

Based on the descriptive and predictive data, 
transactional data of each store, and its geographic 
location, make real time recommendations to 
personalize their online store in realtime. 

Inventory forecasting and optimization based on 
demand prediction per client, sku, category, etc.

Solution

EPICA
Warehouse

Online 
Predictive 

Personalization

Feedback 
Data

Website/APP



Case: SKU prediction & Inventory optimization

22%

Reduced from 12 to 8 weeks 
of Inventory
(first 6 months)

- 33%
Online Sales Uplift

RESULTS



CPG - Soft Alcohol (Beer)
World's largest brewer



In latin America AB InBev sales through call centers to 
their clients (bars, restaurants, clubs, retail stores). 

They wanted to Predict a Suggested Order per client, so 
that the telesales team could use it as a guide to offer the 

products recommended/predicted by EPICA. 

CLIENT: ABInbev World's largest brewer

Use Case: Sales Forecasting - Predicting SKU sales per client

Challenge Solution

EPICACRM CRM

Call Center
Offers Suggested 

Order

Client Accepts 
Order

Feedback 
Data



Sales Uplift

RESULTS
Use Case: Product Recommendation/Prediction

3.17%

Clients Accepted EPICA’s Product 
Recommendation / Prediction

77.78%

Clients 
analyzed by 

EPICA

Calls 
made

400K+ 1.952 694 
Clients 

contacted



EPICA Commerce is trusted  by
+150 world’s leader companies



Proud Microsoft Startup 
and IP Cosell partner.  

Shortlisted North 
America 2020 awards

Top 5 Fastest-Growing 
company in Florida.

Our Journey building a best-in-class company 

1st Cutting-Edge 
Technology Madrid &

Overall Winner 

Accepted in 500 
Startups Singapore 

Cohort

Startup to watch 
Miami Platform

Accelerated by The 
Venture City Program 

2018

#1 requested 
Startup by investors 

Worldwide

#2 requested Startup 
by investors 
Worldwide

EPICA Commerce 
debuted in Shopify 

APP Store



Thanks!
Juan Aguirre
juan@epica.ai

Scan the QR code  to book a 
20 minutes call


